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You’re Here Because You Know:  Clean Data = Powerful Data© 
We know your pain.  Most dealerships estimate they lose at least 30% of their monthly business due to bad 

emails, bad addresses and bad phone numbers.  Their CRM/CMS system doesn’t provide data cleaning 

services, and most won’t allow integration with a program that does. 

 

Data Cleaner Pro (DCP) is the turnkey, cost-effective system that solves your problem today.   
We can clean your entire list and keep you up to date without any effort on the part of you and your team.  

Once you sign up you’ll be provided with a secure proprietary link to upload your records and connect to our 

back end.  You’ll have fresh, accurate data at your fingertips in 24-72 hours.   

 

You Know You’re Losing Money 

We understand the frustration of correcting redundant errors over and over again.  Your resources devoted to 

manual validation could be used more productively.  Manual quality control also opens the doors for 

additional error due to human input.  And insufficient control over the quality of your data damages your 

operations, your customer experiences and sales force morale.   

 

• 40% of business objectives fail due to inaccurate data 

• Bad data costs U.S. businesses more than $611 billion each year 

• Inaccurate data has a direct impact on the bottom line of 88% of businesses, with the 

average company losing 12% of its revenue as a result  

 

Automating the process with our backend process created by our team of developers means that you have 

complete control of your data and complete support from eWebData.   

 

Fast.  Easy.  Convenient.  And only $1500 per month.  
With DCP you take control of your data in a straightforward way.  Your records are refreshed across hundreds 

of hygienic databases.  The DCP validation services streamline the process from the start.  When you upload 

your data each month – new contacts plus your old database – we’ll return it with valid current info.  That 

means that errors from POS data entry are corrected before your first follow up call, and customer moves and 

contact changes are captured in real time.  

 

We guarantee you’ll have an increase of 30% better results  

Sales Calls -Direct Mail - Email Campaigns 
 

Call us today to discuss how fast we can refresh your data and recapture lost opportunities at 317.970.3904.  
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